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Configuration Manual

Siarhei Staravoitau
x18162070

1 Introduction

This configuration manual is designed to walk through the research project hardware and
software requirements, and how to replicate testing steps and install and deploy code to
the AWS cloud. Research Question:

To what extent Machine Learning Cloud-Based Services can enhance the effi-
ciency of stock price prediction and replace it to support investors and stock
market traders?

The main idea of this research is to establish and compare which cloud computing solu-
tion, including PySpark framework and distributed model training, is more efficient when
performing Data Analytics task like TensorFlow Sequential time series stock price predic-
tion by measuring average execution time and accuracy (RMSE, MAE, MAPE, MDAPE)
with different hyperparameters (batch size, epochs and number of neurons). The research
is testing the efficiency of using Cloud Computing platforms (Google Colab Pro+ with
GPU and TPU, Jupyter Lab), tools and features like PySpark scalability and TensorFlow
distributed model training when performing ML LSTM Stock price prediction in Google
Colab Pro, AWS EMR, AWS Lambda and Local PC. The accuracy and model processing
time of performing ML tasks are benchmarks for the evaluation of changing cloud com-
puting environment parameters. Changing model training hyperparameters is used to
change test workload for evaluation of defined Cloud Computing environments. Project
completion stages include the following stages: prepare data set including polarity index
calculation; use this data set in model training, testing and prediction on Google Colab
Pro, AWS EMR, AWS Lambda and Local PC.

2 System Configuration

2.1 Prerequisites set up

2.1.1 Twitter Developer Academic Account

Create Twitter Developer Academic account to be able to perform searches for a long
period

2.1.2 Create AWS account with admin rights

Create an AWS account with Admin rights to be able to manage access to the services.
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2.1.3 AWS S3

1. Log in as Admin user

2. In IAM Create a user with programmatic access

3. Create two AWS S3 buckets: mscloudetop-etl and msccloudetop-results with un-
ticked Block all public access.

4. In IAM creates two Policies granting access rights as per Figure 1 for each bucket
and attach them to the user created in step 2.

Figure 1: AWS S3 access policy

5. Create access keys for user created in step 2 and use them in ETL Jupyter notebook
and ML job notebooks for reading and writing stock prices.csv and results.csv file

2.1.4 AWS ECR

1. Create user having full access rights to ECR

2. Open AWS ECR page and create Repository

3. Select repository from step 2 and click on View push commands

4. Copy commands from step 3 and follows them when required to upload docker
image from local PC
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2.1.5 AWS EMR

1. Create user having full access rights to EMR

2. Login to AWS Management Console and open EMR [1] service page.

3. Open Notebooks page and click Create Notebook. Provide a notebook name, and
choose to Create a cluster.

4. Specify instance c5.24xlarge

5. Click Create Notebook (Figure 2) and wait for Cluster and notebook to be provi-
sioned.

Figure 2: EMR Notebook creation
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2.1.6 AWS Lambda

1. Create user having full access rights to Lambda

2.1.7 Create Google account and log in to Google Colab Pro+

2.2 Google Colab Pro +

For using Google Colab Pro+ it is required

1. Create a Google account and log in on the Google Colab website: https://colab.
research.google.com/ and connect to a hosted runtime[2]

2. Open https://colab.research.google.com/signup/pricing?utm_source=resource_
tab&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=want_more_resources and enable Colab Pro
or Colab Pro+ subscription to use high power GPU[3]

In order to connect Google Colab to local runtime, it is required to follow Google in-
structions (Figure 3) https://research.google.com/colaboratory/local-runtimes.
html[4]

Figure 3: Google Colab Local Runtime Connection

• Install Jupyter lab on local PC by running in Terminal or Command Prompt
(https://jupyter.org/install)[5]: pip install jupyterlab

• Run in Terminal or Command Prompt to start Jupyter lab: jupyter-lab or follow
Google’s instructions to connect Google Colab to local runtime:

1. pip install jupyter\_http\_over\_ws
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2. jupyter serverextension enable --py jupyter\_http\_over\_ws

3. jupyter notebook \

--NotebookApp.allow\_origin=’https://colab.research.google.com’ \

--port=8888 \

--NotebookApp.port\_retries=0

4. Copy localhost link from Terminal or Command Prompt and Paste it into
Google Colab URL prompt

Figure 4: Google Colab Connect to Local Runtime

2.3 AWS EMR

1. Open AWS EMR Jupyter lab Notebook

2. Import Test Jupyter notebooks Pandas.ipynb and pyspark.ipnyb, open them and
connect to Kernel Python 3

2.4 AWS Lambda

Required:

• PC with Intel or AMD processor

• MSVisual Studio Code installed from https://code.visualstudio.com/download[6]

• Docker Desktop installed installed from https://www.docker.com/products/docker-desktop/[7]

• Install AWS CLI: pip install awscli from https://pypi.org/project/awscli/[8]

• Login to AWS console, open ECR[9] page

• Create repository mljob, select repository with radio button and click View Push
Commands
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• Retrieve an authentication token and authenticate your Docker client to your re-
gistry:
aws ecr get-login-password –region us-east-1 — docker login and other parameters
to log in to AWS ECR from the terminal.

For deploying AWS Lambda code required:

1. unarchive file Lambda.zip

2. In MS Visual Studio Code open folder Lambda. it should be three files: app.py;
Dockerfile; requirements.txt.

3. Open file app.py and update AWS S3 bucket access key and secret and name of
S3 buckets: s3://mscloudetop-etl and s3://msccloudetop-results and save it. Or
request access key and secret if required to test on existing buckets.

4. Build your Docker image using the following command

docker build -t mljob .

5. Tag docker image

docker tag mljob:latest useracc.dkr.ecr.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/mljob:latest

6. Push docker image to mljob AWS repository:

docker push useracc.dkr.ecr.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/mljob:latest

7. Open AWS Lambda [10] page and click Create function

8. Select Container image, provide function name and choose container image

mljob:latest

9. Architecture option should be x86 64

10. Click Create function

11. When Function is created, select function Configuration page and configure time
out 15 mins, Memory 3008MB, Ephemeral storage 10240MB

12. Add AWS S3 [11] trigger using buckets from step 3 to invoke Lambda function
when the file is saved in a bucket mscloudetop-etl. NB: it is required to configure
the AWS IAM role to be able to read and write files into the AWS S3 bucket.
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2.5 Local PC

In case if Local PC is Apple Macbook Pro M1 Max. It has an ARM-based CPU and
24-core GPU. In order to execute TensorFlow ML job training it is required to install
following software (https://developer.apple.com/metal/tensorflow-plugin/) [12]:

1. Install Conda environment

chmod +x ~/Downloads/Miniforge3-MacOSX-arm64.sh

sh ~/Downloads/Miniforge3-MacOSX-arm64.sh

source ~/miniforge3/bin/activate

2. Install TensorFlow dependencies

conda install -c apple TensorFlow-deps

3. Install base TensorFlow

python -m pip install tensorflow-macos

4. Install TensorFlow metal plugin

python -m pip install tensorflow-metal

3 Running Tests

3.1 ETL Jupyter Notebook

1. Open Google Colab and import ETLNotebook.ipynb

2. Enter AWS access key, secret, Twitter bearerToken and AWS S3 bucket name.

3. ETL Jupyter notebook requires from an end user only entry of a number of years,
stock ticker and hashtag.

4. Connect to remote host and

Runtime\Run all

It will automatically retrieve data, clean tweets, calculate polarity indexes, retrieve
data from Yahoo Finance, merge daily polarity indexes with stock prices and save CSV
file in AWS S3 bucket mscloudetop-etl or other bucket specified by the user.
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3.2 Running ML Job notebooks in Google Colab Pro+

1. Open Google Colab and import Pandas.ipynb and PySpark.ipynb notebooks

2. Enter AWS access key, secret and AWS S3 bucket names for mscloudetop-etl and
msccloudetop-results if using different ones.

3. Uncomment required test Variant hyperparameters and relevant model compiling
cell. Please check Model Training Cell to be commented out when running Elephas
and Keras Tuner tests to avoid crashes.

4. When running TPU-based tests - make sure that connected to TPU.

5. Connect to remote host using GPU or TPU with extended memory and

Runtime\Run all

Figure 5: Hyperparameters set up

Figure 5 demonstrates how Hyperparameters are to be set up first in Google Colab
Jupyter Lab Notebook when connected to a remote host.

3.2.1 AWS EMR tests execution

1. Open AWS EMR Jupyter Lab Notebook and import Pandas.ipynb and PySpark.ipynb
notebooks

2. Enter AWS access key, secret and AWS S3 bucket names for mscloudetop-etl and
msccloudetop-results if using different ones.

3. Uncomment required test Variant hyperparameters and relevant model compiling
cell. Please check Model Training Cell to be commented out when running Elephas
and Keras Tuner tests to avoid crashes.

4. Connect to Python 3 kernel and click

Runtime\Run all
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3.2.2 AWS Lambda Tests execution

1. Open Google Colab and import hyperparameters.ipynb notebook

2. Enter AWS access key, secret and AWS S3 bucket names for mscloudetop-etl and
msccloudetop-results if using different ones.

3. Run cells one by one to retrieve current hyperparameters, review and update them
by pushing csv to AWS bucket

4. Run cells to retrieve test results from the bucket

5. check AWS CloudWatch for related Lambda function logs

Figure 6: AWS Lambda Hyperparameters set up

Jupyter Notebook could be executed in Google Colab when connected to remote or
local after specifying hyperparameters (Figure 6) and saving hyperparameters into AWS
S3 bucket. To view test run results user could execute code in the relevant cell.
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Figure 7: Save AWS Lambda Hyperparameters in AWS S3 bucket

3.2.3 Keras Tuner Test execution

There are two options considered to execute the Keras tuner:

1. Google Colab remote host

2. Local PC

It is required to enter the directory path parameter where Keras Tuner will save trial files
(Figure 8). When running tests on a local PC - Please make sure to enter the local path.
Otherwise, the model training job will fail.

Figure 8: Keras Tuner Hyperparameters Configuration

1. Open Google Colab and import Pandas.ipynb and PySpark.ipynb notebooks
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2. Enter AWS access key, secret and AWS S3 bucket names for mscloudetop-etl and
msccloudetop-results if using different ones.

3. Uncomment required test Variant hyperparameters and relevant model compiling
cell - Keras Tuner. Please check Model Training Cell to be commented out when
running Elephas and Keras Tuner tests to avoid crashes.

4. When running TPU-based tests - make sure that connected to TPU.

5. Connect to remote host and

Runtime\Run all

3.2.4 Elephas Tests execution

1. Open Google Colab and import Pandas.ipynb notebooks. It will crash in PyS-
park.ipynb due to PySpark application ports clashing.

2. Enter AWS access key, secret and AWS S3 bucket names for mscloudetop-etl and
msccloudetop-results if using different ones.

3. Uncomment required test Variant hyperparameters and relevant model compiling
cell - Elephas. Please check Model Training Cell to be commented out when running
Elephas and Keras Tuner tests to avoid crashes.

4. When running TPU-based tests - make sure that connected to TPU.

5. Connect to remote host and

Runtime\Run all

Figure 9: Configure Elephas Number of Workers

Similar to the tests above, it is required to set up hyperparameters. Also, it is required
to configure a number of workers (Figure 9)
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